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Jet Travels is one of the early pioneers in the Travel & Tourism Industry in Kerala and is the first IATA 
accredited agency in Palakkad. We offer services in Air Ticketing, Passport & Visa Services, Holiday 
Packages, Hajj/Ummrah/ Ziyarath Packages and other professional services in the travel domain. 

With more than 44 years of expertise in the travel industry, Jet Travels earned estimable brand 
royalty and today stands out as a hallmark in the topmost quality of services. Reaching out to 
customers, in an authentic and infallible manner was the powerful driver for our success. Exploring 
new markets, creating an extensive network of hotels, wide linkage of domestic and international 
airlines and providing top quality services to our thousands of clients, Jet Travels continue to evolve 
and expand.

We offer our customers a pool of travel services, packages and activities at competitive rates to 
choose from. We have a comprehensive range of services, conventional and unconventional, 
business and leisure, and everything else in between to ensure that when it comes to travel you have 
everything you need, at the tip of your fingers. Commitment and passion are the two major qualities 
which have always been at the heart of our company. 

For us nothing is more important than our relationship with our customers and we ensure heightened 
levels of consumer value. We are so proud of our team for their commitment in delivering quality 
service and their passion for the Brand, Jet Travels make sure that your experience and association 
with us is impeccable. 

OUR 
STORY



900 + ENQUIRIES MONTHLY

44 YEARS EXPERIENCE

30 + COLLABORATIONS

500 + FAMOUS INFLUENCERS’ 
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To pioneer a new spirit in the travel industry for the comfort of our customers

To consistently render a superior service, with modern systems and well-motivated
customer friendly staff, with a view to surpass the best practices in the industry 
 

OUR 
VALUES

at all times.

MISSION

VISION 



AIR TICKETING | PASSPORT SERVICES | GLOBAL VISA ASSISTANCE 

MONEY TRANSFER | FOREIGN CURRENCY EXCHANGE | MICE

HOLIDAY PACKAGES | HOTEL RESERVATIONS | CAB SERVICES 

LUXURY CARS | BUS RENTALS | HAJJ/UMMRAH / ZIYARATH PACKAGES

OUR 
SERVICES



Experience Our Expertise in 

USA, UK, SCHENGEN, CANADA, AUSTRALIA,
NEW ZEALAND, CHINA, JAPAN, KOREA, 
RUSSIA , IRELAND
BUSINESS | TOURIST | FAMILY VISIT | STUDENT

VISA ASSISTANCE 



ACCREDITATIONS & AFFILIATIONS





Fort Centre,Stadium Bye Pass Road, Near Fort Maidan,
Palakkad, Pin: 678001, Kerala, India
www.jettravels.in Info@jettravels.co.in

0491 2537801,02       9388109441,9447709441,8893261133,8129969442
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